President on October 27, 1949. The statute has been called the "Technical Changes Act of 1949," 13 an example of misbranding, unless a change of substance becomes a "technical" change solely by reason of its complexity. The provisions responsive to the Spiegel case will be discussed first, followed by those evoked by the Church case.
TEE SPIEGEL LEGISLATION

I. The problem: conflict between, te Northern Trust and Spiegel cases.
In Reinecke v. Northern Trust Co., 14 decided in 1929, the Supreme Court held that the corpus of a trust was not swept into the gross estate merely because "possession or enjoyment of the trust fund [passed] from the life tenants to the remaindermen after the testator's death, as directed." Although the Court conceded that such a transfer was intended to take effect in possession or enjoyment at or after death-the very test which Congress had established for taxability-it thought the transfer was an "absolute and complete gift" and that it would be "incongruous" to subject the transferred property to an estate (as distinguished from a gift) tax. This led the Court to the view that it was "at least doubtful" whether the possession or enjoyment clause of the taxing statute was intended by Congress to reach property other than that "passing from the possession, enjoyment or control of the donor at his death." Adding that a statutory inclusion of property which did not pass from the donor at death would arouse constitutional doubts, the Court rejected the estate tax where the transfer "takes the form of a life estate in one with remainder over to another at or after the donor's death."
Reinecke v. Northern Trust Co. has held sway ever since, 1 5 notwithstanding later dissipation of the Court's constitutional fears.' 0 In 1948, however, the Court "requested" counsel to discuss its validity in rearguing the Spiegel and Church cases." On the reargument the Government, after assuring the Court that its position in the Spiegel and Church cases did not demand overruling the Norhernt Trust case, went on to assert that it had been wrongly decided because a trust which terminates upon the settlor's death is "a substitute for a testamentary disposition" and is both literally and in principle a transfer "intended 'to take effect in possession or enjoyment at or after death.' " 11 Taxpayer counsel argued that the case was correctly decided because the settlor of such a trust retained no interest in the property, the federal estate tax, unlike state inheritance taxes, being levied upon the "transfer of property from the dead" and not upon "succession to property by a beneficiary." 1' In deciding the Spiegel case, the Court relegated Reinecke v. Northern Trust Co. to a footnote, leaving its present virility in inconvenient obscurity. 2 0 The Treasury Regulations which were promulgated in response to the Spiegel case conformed, as had the earlier Regulations, to Reinecke v. Northern Trust Co. 21 Looking only to pure doctrine, the two cases were not in conflict: Northern Trust held that no tax could be levied if the settlor retained no interest in the property; Spiegel held that even an insignificant retained interest would cause a tax. Yet if the tax was not to lose touch with reality, either Spiegel or Northern Trust must give way. The dilemma was neatly posed in the Spiegel case, where the trust was to terminate on the settlor's death. This fact, under Reinecke v. Northern Trust Co., was not enough to result in tax. In addition, the corpus would have reverted to the settlor if he had survived his children and their descendants. This possibility was infinitesimal: when the trust was created, the settlor had 17 chances in 1000 of surviving, and just before his death, the march of time had reduced his chances to 16 out of 100,000.22 Accepting the Northern Trust doctrine, then, it was only the existence of this fantastic reversionary possibility which cost Spiegel's heirs $450,000 in estate tax.
Since it is inconceivable that in the future anyone would retain such a reversionary, interest with knowledge of its consequences, the tax would be exacted only where the settlor's draftsman lost his way among the "unwitty diversities" and "elusive and subtle casuistries" of property law which the Supreme Court once thought had no place in the law of taxatio n. 23 To take only one example, suppose the draftsman of a conveyance in trust provided for a series of successive remainders, with a remainder in the settlor's next of kin in the event that all preceding remainders should fail. If the remainder conferred upon the settlor's next of kin is effective, the settlor would have no reversionary interest in the corpus and (assuming, as did the Treasury Department, that Spiegel left Northern Trust unscathed) the transfer would not 
'1945).
23. Helvering v. Hallock, 309 U.S. 106, 114 (1940) .
[Vol, 59: 395 be taxed. But if the doctrine of "worthier title" be applied to the conveyance, 24 the remainder in the settlor's next of kin would fail, a reversionary interest by operation of law would take its place, and the trust fund would be part of the gross estate. Thus imposition of the estate tax would hang on one of the most elusive of the "unwitty diversities" of property law. If one's target is an estate tax system based not on "elusive and subtle casuistries" but upon reasons of policy, it becomes necessary to choose between Spiegel and Northern Trust. In the Government's view, a Northern Trust transfer is a "substitute for a testamentary disposition." 25 Of course, it is not so patently a substitute as a transfer with life estate reserved, where the donor has insured his own enjoyment of the property until his death.2s The function of a will is to dispose of what one has not consumed during life; by retaining a life estate and creating a remainder one puts the corpus beyond reach but retains the freedom to use the income as he desires. But if the settlor has disposed for all time of both the life estate and the remainder, as did the settlor in Reinecke v. Northern Trust Co., his death becomes only the dividing line between enjoyment of income by the life tenant and enjoyment of corpus by the remainderman. Indeed, these beneficial interests may be conferred upon the same person, in which case the settlor's death merely divides enjoyment of the income from enjoyment of the corpus and determines whether the life tenant-remainderman or his estate will receive the corpus. If the settlor's death has no more effect than this, is the transfer a "substitute for a testamentary disposition" which should be subjected to an estate tax rather than solely to a gift tax?
Since the retention of a life estate by the settlor would stamp the transfer as a testamentary substitute, perhaps the transfer should also be taxed where the donor, by bestowing the life estate on another, in effect has made an anticipatory assignment of the income. -Or the Clifford s principle might be summoned to bear witness that though the settlor has given away the income for his life, he continues to enjoy it, albeit vicariously, with the result that a Northern Trust transfer is as 24 On the other hand, it should not be overlooked that the beneficiary may have the equivalent of full ownership during the settlor's lifetime -ordinarily proof of a gift-though the trust does not terminate until at or after the settlor's death. Under four of the trusts in Northern Trust, for example, the beneficiary had the right to the income for the settlor's life and for five years thereafter, the right to receive the corpus if he survived that period, and the right to dispose of the corpus as he chose if he failed to survive it. 3 0 In recent years it has been thought a sign of healthy realism to equate a testamentary power to appoint property with full ownership of the property. 3 1 And if the donee became the owner of the property during the settlor's life, the statutory scheme is a gift tax rather than an estate tax, except in the special instances of gifts in contemplation of death and life insurance.
But those who find the doctrine of Reinecke v. Northern Trust Co. more persuasive than the theory that such a trust is a "testamentary substitute" are faced with the troublesome issue of what to do about the Spiegel case. As already shown, absurdity springs from preserving it intact alongside of Northern Trust. But can Spiegel be limited without spawning other absurdities?
Proposals to tax only the actuarial value, just before death, of the settlor's reversionary interest 32 overlook the fact that the entire corpus-both the reversionary interest and the remainder-are in suspense until death. In the case of a retained life estate, few would argue that only the value of that interest-which becomes valueless at death-ought to be included. No reason has been advanced for treating transfers with reversionary interests differently. Another possibil- [Vol. 59: 395 ity is to distinguish between interests expressly reserved and those arising by operation of law; it may be that interests in the latter category are ordinarily unintended by the settlor and of insignificant value. 33 Yet such a distinction would place an unwarranted premium on canny drafting; one trust would be taxed and another not, though exactly the same economic interests were conveyed, merely because the one achieved its result through an express provision while the other did so by judicious silence. There remains the possibility of treating some reversionary interests as de minimis, by selecting an arbitrary figure below which the reversionary interest will be ignored but above which it will result in tax. This proposal for reconciling the Spiegel principle with the Northern Trust doctrine was advanced by the author in an earlier article. , and the principal points of the agreement were made public on that date. At that time the conferees set the dividing line between the estate tax treatment of past and future transfers at October 3. An outline of this agreement, in which the October 3 date forms the dividing line, is contained in a Commerce Clearing House report, 'Supplement to Federal Estate and Gift Tax Report Number 19,' dated October 4, 1949. When the conferees met again on Friday, October 7, 1949, they decided to shift the dividing line to between October 7 and October 8. This was done because of the possibility that some persons might have made transfers after October 3 in reliance on the Reinecke doctrine and in ignorance of the conference agreement announced on October 3. It was felt that the wide publicity given to the October 3 announcement by the tax services would provide sufficient notice by October 7. It was also felt that there was no danger that shifting the date ahead to October 7-8 would enable persons to make transfers prior to October 8 in the kmowledge that they were avoiding the estate tax consequences on future transfers, since persons who were aware of the conference agreement between October 3 and October 8 mere, during that period, under the impression that the dividing line would be set at October 3!' (Letter from Mr. Stain to the author, December 30, 1949). express terms of the instrument of transfer and not by operation of law" and (b) having a value immediately before his death exceeding 5% of the value of the transferred property. 7 In discussing the details of the legislation, the taxability of transfers after October 7, 1949, will be taken up first.
A. Transfers after October 7, z949. The new legislation in effect defines the phrase "transfer . . . intended to take effect in possession or enjoyment at or after his death." Though the phrase has appeared in the federal estate tax law since its enactment in 1916, 3 and in state statutes since 1826,11 its construction previously had been entrusted to the courts. For the first time, Congress has spelled out its own conception of the scope of the "possession or enjoyment" clause.
As amended by Section 7 of the Technical Changes Act, 40 
z. Section 8xr(c)(3)(A).
Clause (A), like T.D. 5512 (the "Hallock regulation") 41 upon which it probably was patterned, looks to whether a beneficiary's possession or enjoyment is dependent upon surviving the decedent. The "Hallock regulation," however, also required that the decedent or his estate have retained an interest in the property; consequently no tax was imposed unless there was both a condition of survivorship and a reversionary interest. But the parenthetical clause in the new legislation eliminates the latter requirement, which, of course, stemmed from the doctrine of Reinecke v. Northern Trust Co. that property must pass "from the possession, enjoyment or control of the donor at his death." [Vol. 59: $95
In illustration of the reach of Clause (A), the Conference Report 42 gives as an example a trust to accumulate the income during the settlor's life and at his death to pay principal and accumulated income to his son or to the son's estate. The son must survive the settlor to obtain possession or enjoyment of the property; this results in tax, even though the alternate taker is not the decedent's estate but the son's own estate. If the distribution were to occur only x years after decedent's death, the corpus would be equally taxable. The settlor having no reversionary interest, trusts of these types would have escaped tax under the "Hallock regulations"; it provided that survivorship was a necessary but not a sufficient condition to the imposition of tax. But under Clause (A) of the amended statute a tax would be imposed; survival of the decedent by the beneficiary is both a necessary condition, and a sufficient condition as well.
The fate of Siukert v. Allen 41 under Clause (A) is obscure. There, it will be recalled, the settlor created a trust to accumulate the income for 30 years, and then to divide principal and accumulated income among his three children or their issue. The Commissioner argued that, since the settlor's life expectancy was sixteen years at the time of the transfer, it was intended to take effect in possession or enjoyment at or after his death. The Court, in an aimless opinion by Mr. Justice Holmes, held against a tax. The decision could have been bottomed on the decedent's failure to retain an interest in the transferred property, the doctrine soon to be announced in Reinecke v. N~orther Trust Co., but the opinion also dallies with the fact that the term of the trust was not expressly geared to the length of the testator's life. 4 The issue under Clause (A) of the amended statute is: can the settlor provide that the trust shall terminate at the end of a period equal to or longer than his life expectancy? At least at the time the trust is established, Clause (A) is not satisfied: the beneficiaries need not survive the decedent-it is enough that they survive the stated period. 45 Curiously, a more plausible case for inclusion of such a trust can be made 42 . HR. REP. No. 1412, 81st Cong., 1st Sess. 9, Example (3) (1949). 43. 273 U.S. 545 (1927). 44. In Reinecke v. Northern Trust Co., supra note 10, Mr. Justice Stone explained Shtukert v. Allenr as involving a transfer not "intended" to take effect after the settlor's death. In the earlier case, it is true, Mr. Justice Holmes said only that if the settlor "thought about it, he would have contemplated the possibility or probability of his being dead before the emergency might arise." 45. A similar issue arises if the settlor reserves the income from transferred property for a period equal to or greater than his life expectancy. Under 811(c) (1) (B), the transfer would be taxable (a) if the period in fact ended before his death, or (b) if the stated interval can be considered as a period "not ascertainable without reference to his death." But this is by virtue of specific statutory language which was originally brought into the statute by the Revenue Act of 1932. For a discussion of the extent to which this language was declaratory of earlier laiv, see Bittker, .mipra note 3, 867-70.
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out under the original statute (embracing transfers "intended to take effect in possession or enjoyment at or after death") than under the amended statute which defines that clause with the language quoted above. Shukert v. Allen, then, may be more strongly entrenched than before.
Section 811 (c) (3) (B)
. Clause (B) of the amended statute, quoted above, provides that if by the terms of transfer possession or enjoyment can be obtained only by surviving the earlier of (i) decedent's death and (ii) some other event, the property is included if the "other event" has not in fact occurred at the time of decedent's death. An example in the Conference Report is a trust to accumulate the income, distribution to the settlor's son on his reaching the age of 30 or on the settlor's death, whichever occurs first. 4 " The property would not be taxed under Clause (A), because survival of the decedent is not a necessary condition to the son's possession or enjoyment. But under Clause (B), the property is taxable if the son does not reach the age of 30 during his father's life. If he does reach that age before his father dies, however, the property passes free of tax. Imposition of the tax thus depends upon whether, as events ultimately unfold, the remainderman's possession or enjoyment was postponed in fact until the settlor's death.
This use of hindsight is to be contrasted with the treatment of the same problem under the "Hallock regulation." 47 It provided that where possession or enjoyment could be obtained either through surviving the decedent or through the occurrence of another event, the interest was subject to tax only if the other event was "unreal." 11 Thus in the trust above, the possibility of receiving the corpus by reaching the age of 30 is a "real" one, and therefore the "Hallock regulation" would not have taxed the property whether the remainderman received the property during the settlor's life or only on his death. The amended statute imposes a tax if in fact the remainderman had to wait until the settlor's death. On the other hand, suppose the remainderman were a member of the Communist Party and could take either by becoming President of Yale University or by surviving the settlor. Under the "Hallock regulation" no doubt the "other event" would be "unreal."
46. See H.R. REP., supra note 42, at 10, Example (5). 47. See note 41 sipra. 48. "Where possession or enjoyment of the transferred interest can be obtained by beneficiaries either by surviving the decedent or through the occurrence of some other event or through the exercise of a power, subparagraph (1) [the requirement of survivorship] shall not be considered as satisfied unless from a consideration of the terms and circumstances of the transfer as a whole, the power or event is deemed to be unreal, in which case such event or power shall be disregarded." The "Hallock regulation," it will be noted, speaks of the occurrence of an "event" or the exercise of a power of appointment. The amended statute speaks only of the occurrence of an "event." But that it must be read to include also the exercise of a power, see H.R. Rap., supra note 42, at 9.
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Hence, the property would be taxed even if the remainderman achieved that eminence and received the property without awaiting the settlor's death. Under the amended statute, however, this transfer would escape tax.
It may be noted that if possession or enjoyment can be obtained only by surviving the later of (i) the decedent's death and (ii) another event, Clause (B) is inapplicable, but the transfer is taxed under Clause (A).
Neither Clause (A) nor Clause (B) imposes a tax unless possession or enjoyment is conditioned on survivorship. Thus, the amended statute accepts the principle of the "Hallock regulation" that not every reversionary interest results in tax. Only those reversionary interests are fatal which postpone possession or enjoyment by requiring the remaindermnan to survive the decedent. Example: a trust, income to the settlor's son for life, remainder to the son's surviving issue, with a reversion to the settlor or his estate if the son has no surviving issue. The "Hallock regulation" does not treat this as a transfer intended to take effect in possession or enjoyment at or after the decedent's death, because the decedent's reversionary interest does not necessarily postpone the remaindermen's possession and enjoyment until the settlor's death. 49 They will take if they are alive when the life tenant (the son) dies, whether his death occurs before or after the settlor's. The "Hallock regulation" provided for a tax only if the beneficiary was required to survive the decedent to take.", The promulgation of this regulation ended the Treasury's ecstatic dalliance with the theory, not borne out by the statute, that any reversionary interest would attract a tax. 51 The Spiegel opinion was ambiguous, some of its language suggesting a renewed fascination with reversionary interests per se.
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But the issue was not before the Court, since there the reversionary interest was the kind which postponed the remaindermen's possession and enjoyment by conditioning them on surviving the settlor. The regulations issued after Spiegel, ignoring its loose language, continued to impose a tax only if survivorship of the settlor was necessary to pos- 52. Bittker, supra note 3, at 840-3.
session or enjoyment 3 The statute now reinforces that eminently proper requirement. 54 3. Effect of a power of appointment: Goldstone v. United States. Section 811(c)(3) includes a further provision, perhaps the most confusing to be found in the new legislation. What if a trust is to terminate upon the settlor's death, distribution to be made to the beneficiaries then alive, with a power of appointment in one of the beneficiaries exercisable even before the settlor's death? Realistically viewed, this is an outright gift to the beneficiary who is the donee of the power of appointment; his dominion over the property, even before the decedent's death, is surely the economic equivalent of "possession or enjoyment." Looking only to the statutory language of Clause (A) and (B) above, one might infer that the transferred property would not be taxed. The existence of the power of appointment-one might have thoughtmeant that possession or enjoyment had not been postponed, the power to appoint property being realistically a form of possession and enjoyment. And if possession and enjoyment were not postponed, the property would not be taxed by either Clause (A) or Clause (B).
Whatever might be thought if this were an original question, however, the matter is encumbered by a Supreme Court opinion and by a provision in the amended statute itself. The decision is Goldstone v. United States, 55 where the Court held in a muddled and unrealistic opinion that a reversionary interest in the settlor was fatal even though it could have been cut off by a beneficiary through exercise of a power of appointment. Taken in conjunction with the amended statute, the Goldstone case might be read to hold that possession or enjoyment is postponed until the settlor's death if a trust is to terminate then, even though a beneficiary has an unexercised power of appointment over the property; i.e., that possession or enjoyment of a power of appointment is not possession or enjoyment of the appointable property. In that event, the transfer would be includible under Clause (B) of the new statute since possession or enjoyment could have been obtained only by surviving the earlier of (a) the decedent's death or (b) some other event (viz., an exercise of the power of appointment) and the "other event" did not in fact occur during the decedent's life. 11 53. See note 21 supra.
Section 811(c) (3) (A) and (B)
. With respect to transfers on or before October 7, 1949, there is an endorsement in the Conference Report, mtpra note 42, at 8, of the "Hallock regulation's" insistence upon a condition of survivorship. Of course, a reversionary interest which survives the decedent's death will be includible, to the extent of its value, under Section 811 (a).
55 To avoid this result, the amended statute provides that Clauses (A) and (B) shall not be applicable if possession or enjoyment of the property could have been obtained by any beneficiary during the decedent's life through the exercise of a power of appointment (as defined in section 811(f)(2) ) which in fact was exercisable immediately prior to the decedent's death. 5 The Conference Report illustrates the scope of this proviso by a trust to accumulate the income for the settlor's life, with distribution to his children or his issue, but with an unrestricted power in his wife to amend, alter or revoke the trusty 5 The proviso saves the trust from Goldstone v. United States; without the proviso, as already indicated, it might be inferred from the Goldstone case that possession or enjoyment had been postponed until the decedent's death, despite the wife's power of appointment, with a consequent tax under Clause (B).
But provisos, in saving some situations from a general rule, often have the inconvenient property of confirming its applicability to other situations. It will be noted that the proviso affords an escape from tax where there is a power of appointment only if (a) possession or enjoyment was obtainable by a "beneficiary" through exercise of the power, (b) the power fits the definition of Section 811(f) (2), and (c) the power was exercisable immediately prior to the decedent's death. These limitations pose some nice questions and, since a non-complying power will not save the transfer from tax,5 create some distinctions unrooted in rational policy.
(a) Tie meaning of "beneficiary." The proviso comes into play only if possession or enjoyment could have been obtained "by any beneficiary" through the exercise of a power of appointment. Presumably the donee himself need not be a beneficiary under the trust; C1 indeed, the Conference Report's illustration, mentioned above, so indicates.
deter such action by the beneficiary. Cf. Guggenheim v. Rasquin, 312 U.S. 254 (1941) ).
But the limited statutory repudiation of the Goldstone doctrine by the new statute will now serve to strengthen its application in other situations. Indeed, the Conference Report itself, sipra note 42, at 9, indicates that Clause (B) requires a tax where possession or enjoyment is conditioned on the earlier to occur of (a) the decedent's death and (b) the exercise of a power which falls outside the definition of Section 811(f) (2).
57. Section 811(c) (3), last sentence. Although the proviso does not say so, it unmistakably points to immunity if the power has been exercised so that the appointees get the property before the settlor's death. And see note 59 infra. 58. See H.R. REP., supra note 42, at 10, Example (6). 59. Presumably the exercise of a power, complying or not4 would immunize the property under Section 811 (c) (3) (B); the "other event" would have occurred during the decedent's life. Thus is resurrected the ancient distinction between exercised and unexercised powers which was belatedly put to rest by Section 811(f) in 1942.
60. The use of the term "beneficiary" implies that the proviso is applicable only to transfers in trust; elsewhere Section 811 has sedulously specified transfers "in trust or otherwise," though of course the transfers commonly encountered are by trust rather than by other dispositive devices.
But must the donee have the power to appoint to a beneficiary of the trust? This seems to be the message of the proviso; otherwise the term "beneficiary" would be superfluous. Yet even a power to appoint only to persons who are not beneficiaries may be the equivalent of full ownership. Though the logic of the proviso is to exempt from tax property which in effect has been transferred outright, the language falls short of its purpose. 6 1 (b) The definition of "power of appointment." In adopting the definition of power of appointment embodied in Section 811(f)(2), the proviso sacrifices rationality to brevity. To begin with, that definition is restricted to a power "exercisable by the decedent." 12 That is the one type of power which is surely not meant to be included in the proviso, and the Conference Report's illustration exhibits a clear intention to embrace powers not exercisable by the decedent. Moreover, the adopted definition includes powers exercisable either alone or in conjunction with another person. It is not clear whether the proviso is intended to include jointly exercisable powers.
But the most astonishing aspect of the adoption of Section 811 (f) (2)'s definition is that the distinctions there made (for another purpose) bear no relationship to the policy of the proviso. For the proviso was intended to exempt property from tax whenever the transfer was equivalent to an outright gift because the donee could unrestrictedly exercise the power for his own benefit. Yet there are a number of possible powers exercisable for the donee's own benefit which are not "powers" within the definition of Section 811(f)(2) and which, therefore, do not confer immunity though immunity would accord with the purpose of the proviso. If the power is to appoint within the decedent's family or within a restricted group, for example, it is not a "power" under Section 811(f)(2)-nor under the proviso, therefore-even though the donee is one of the possible appointees and therefore has absolute dominion over the property. 6 3 Even if the donee can appoint only 61. The statute grants immunity "if possession or enjoyment of the property could have been obtained by any beneficiary" through exercise of the power. The italicized adjective is ambiguous. Suppose that the donee of the power can appoint to A, B, or C, and that C, D, and E are beneficiaries. Does the power qualify? Or would it be necessary that D and E also be possible appointees?
62. Under Section 811 (f), the decedent is also the donee of the power. But under Section 811(c), the decedent is the creator of the power. Most of the difficulties sketched in the text stem from the fact that the definition of Section 811(f) tacitly assumes the "decedent" to be the donee of the power, while Section 811(c) assumes to the contrary that the "decedent" was the creator of the power.
63.
Of course, it may be argued that a power exercisable for the donee's own benefit is ipso facto a power to appoint to anyone, and that such a power is not within the meaning within his family or some other restricted group and not to himself, he has what realistically is almost complete ownership. Yet this is not a "power of appointment" under Section 811(f)(2), for reasons which, however cogent they may be with respect to that section," 4 have no bearing on the policy of the proviso. And some of the restrictions of Section 811(f)(2) can only be described as nonsense when imported into the proviso of Section 811(c)(3). Suppose a transfer in trust to accumulate the income for the settlor's life, distribution on his death to named remaindermen, but with a power in the wife to alter, amend or revoke. If she can do so for the benefit of the remaindermen alone, she has a power which, under Section 811(f)(2)(B), is not a power of appointment. The condition of the proviso is not met and the property therefore is taxed. But if the wife can exercise her power either for the remaindermen or for thm decedntd, the power is a "power of appointment" under the definition and the property is exempt. The distinction is irrational. In both cases the donee has a large measure of ownership; but if any distinction is to be made, there is more reason to immunize the former transfer, where the property cannot go back to the settlor, than the latter, where he is a possible appointee. The language of the proviso, however, grants immunity in the latter case, but not in the former.
(
c) "Exercisable immediately prior to the decedent's death."
What if the power must be exercised before a stated date, which passes without action by the donee? So far as the settlor was concerned, he entrusted the beneficiary with complete dominion over the property. Yet under the proviso, absolution from the Goldstow case is granted only if the power "in fact was exercisable immediately prior to the decedent's death." Vhy should not any power of appointment exercisable before the decedent's death confer immunity from tax? If the power has lapsed before the decedent's death, it was at the donee's wish. His power was complete when it existed.
Another example of the atrocious draftsmanship of this proviso is its failure to deal with a power which can be exercised only x months after the donee has given notice of his intention to exercise it. Is such a power "in fact . . . exercisable immediately prior to the decedent's death," as the proviso requires, if the donee has not yet given the at several places. But the problem is multiplied when the definition of Section 811 (f) (2) is imported into the newly enacted Section 811(c) (3). The reason, which may be more easily grasped by an examination of Section 811(f) (2) than by an explanation, is that nowhere in Section 811(f)(2) is there an express exclusion of the donee of the power from the exempt group. Thus, a power does not meet the literal terms of the statute-and hence confers no immunity under the proviso-if the appointees are either members of the family or a "restricted class" even though the donee is himself a member of the family or of the class and hence has absolute ownership because he can appoint to himself.
64. PAt3I, op. cit. supra note 3, § 9.30.
requisite advance notice? Elsewhere the statute expressly equates a power exercisable only after notice with a power whose exercise is not so restricted. 5 Unless those express provisions can be regarded as declaratory, the want of a similar prescription in Section 811(c)(3) may unwarrantedly summon up the maxim expressio unius est exclusio atterius, leading to the conclusion that a power exercisable only after notice is not entitled to the tax immunity conferred by the proviso. The question could and should have been answered in advance. B. Transfers on or before October 7, Y949. As with transfers after October 7, 1949, in dealing with transfers on or before that date Congress was forced to reconcile the Spiegel case with Reinecke v. Northern Trust Co. But instead of rejecting the Northern Trust case as to existing trusts, Congress expressly endorsed it, thus destroying the possibility that the Supreme Court might overrule the decision. The endorsement is embodied in a provision, Section 811(c)(2), that transfers on or before October 7, 1949, shall not be embraced by the "possession or enjoyment" clause unless the decedent has retained a reversionary interest in the property. The reconciliation with Spiegel takes the form of imposing tax only if the reversionary interest (a) arises by the express terms of the instrument of transfer and not by operation of law, and (b) has a value immediately before the decedent's death exceeding 5% of the value of the transferred property. 6 With respect to the dichotomy between interests expressly reserved and those arising by operation of law, the author has noted elsewhere his conviction that this is a distinction without a difference. Indeed, in dissenting in the Spiegel case-where Mr. Justice Black rejected the dichotomy-Mr. Justice Burton asserted only that the lack of an express reservation is "negative evidence to the effect that such a reverter was not intended and not desired by the settlor," 61 not even suggesting that such interests should have an automatic tax immunity. The draftsmen of the amended statute, however, have insured that the property will escape tax even if the transfer is comparable in every respect to the Klein 69 or Hallock 10 trust save only that the reversion results from judicious silence rather than from well-chosen words. Moreover, they have granted immunity even if the retention of that reversionary interest was the unmistakeable purpose of the settlor. Form has indeed triumphed over substance.
As to the requirement that the reversionary interest be worth at least 5% of the value of the transferred property, this accords with a proposal advanced by the author in his earlier comment on the Spiegel and Church cases.
7 ' It has the defects of any mathematical remedy for a human difficulty. But if Reinecke v. Northern Trust Co. is not repudiated, the formula affords a method of applying the principle of the Klein and Hallock cases without running it into the ground by the relentless pursuit of infinitesimal reversionary interests.
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The new legislation is not explicitly applicable to the proceeds of life insurance. These receipts will be affected nonetheless. For example, Section 811(g) provides for the inclusion of insurance proceeds receivable by beneficiaries if the decedent either paid the premiums or possessed at his death any incident of ownership other than a reversionary interest. If he did not pay the premiums or possess any incident of ownership, his retention of a reversionary interest would not be fatal ulder Section 8iz(g). But the regulations, responsive to legislative mandate, would bring the proceeds into the gross estate under Section 8ii(c) if the decedent retained a reversionary interest "whereby the proceeds are made payable to his estate if the transferees (or beneficiaries) do not survive him." 73 Under Section 811(c) as now amended, the reversionary interest will be fatal-with respect to policies trans-71. Bittker, supra note 3, at 839-940. The author has heard indirectly, but cannot confirm, that Treasury computations disclosed that the 57 limit would separate reversionary interests dependent upon the settlor's surviving a spouse or a child from more remote interests. His own selection of 55 was quite arbitrary.
72. With respect to the method of valuing the reversionary interest, Section 811 (c) (2) provides: "The value of a reversionary interest immediately before the death of the decedent shall be determined (without regard to the fact of the decedent's death) by usual methods of valuation, including the use of tables of mortality and actuarial principles, pursuant to regulations prescribed by the Commissioner with the approval of the Secretary." According to the Conference Report, H.R. R . No. 1412, 81st Cong., Ist Sess. 7 (1949), if the value is not ascertainable, it is to be treated as zero. It is true that the Supreme Court so held in Robinette v. I-elvering, 318 U.S. 184 (1943), but it did so in quite another context. The Court was there concerned with the measurement of gift tax upon property in which the donor retained a reversionary interest of unascertainable value. The Court held that the full value of the property was taxable unless the donor could "establish the possibility of approximating what value" he retained. Presumably the rule was carried over to Section 811(c) (2) on the theory that .hat is sauce for the goose is sauce for the gander. But the situations are only superficially comparable. For Section 811(c) (2) is a relief measure, immunizing from tax a reversionary interest which is of trivial value. In order to get on the relief roll, the taxpayer ought to show that he comes within its intended scope. The burden ought not to be upon the tax collector to prove him a false claimant.
Inability to calculate the value of the reversionary interest may be not uncommon.
The author is informed that there are no recognized actuarial tables showing the chances that a person will marry and have descendants. If a settlor must survive a presently unmarried life tenant and the life tenant's issue, for example, the value of the reversionary interest will be unascertainable and, according to the Conference Report, must be treated as zero. ferred on or before October 7, 1949-only if it was expressly reserved and had a value just before death exceeding 5% of the value of the policy.
Refunds. The new riles for the inclusion of transfers on or before October 7, 1949, apply to the estates of decedents dying after February 10, 1939, the date of the Internal Revenue Code's enactment. 4 Where the tax has not yet been paid, it will be computed under the newly amended statute. But some estates of decedents who died after February 10, 1939 have already paid taxes computed by including property where the settlor's reversionary interest either arose by operation of law or was below the newly established 5% level. These estates will be entitled to a credit or a refund of the overpayments."
Presumably the aim of retroactive "relief" is to treat similar taxpayers similarly. But relief goes to those who persisted in retaining reversionary interests despite abundant storm warnings. What of those, less stubborn, who heeded the warnings? There is no provision for a refund to the settlor who, trying to comply with the growth of the law, relinquished his reversionary interest and paid a gift tax. 7 " Indeed, if the property was-or in the future is-swept back into his estate as a gift in contemplation of death, there is apparently not even an escape from estate tax! 11 Will one relief provision now breed another?
The selection of February 10, 1939, as the critical date for retroactive relief is unexplained by the Conference Report, nor does a reason come to mind. It is both possible and likely that the estates of some persons who predeceased that date paid estate taxes, under the Klin and Hallock cases, for harboring reversionary interests which would be 74. Section 7(b), Pub. L. No. 378, supra note 2. 75. Section 7(c). Notwithstanding the statute of limitations on refunds and credits, claims may be filed until October 25, 1950. But refund or credit is not allowed if the estate's tax liability was fixed by closing agreenlent or compromise.
76. A payment of gift tax may be credited against the estate tax under Section 813 only if the donated property is brought back into the gross estate. Even then, the credit may be less than the amount of the gift tax paid and will not include interest on the advance payment. 636 (1946) , as intended "to accomplish the purpose which he originally had, but which he later digcovered had not been achieved . . to make complete and absolute gifts to his (donees], freed of all claims, including taxes." Or it may be that the amount to be included in respect of a gift in contemplation of death is the value of the released interest, which in a particular case may be measurably slight. But see notes 70 and 165 in Bittker, siupra note 3. The Sullivan case, there cited, has since been reversed Sub nor. Sullivan's Estate v. Commissioner, 175 F.2d 657 (9th Cir. 1949).
[Vol. 59: 395 exempt under the new statute if they died thereafter. In fact, if Spiegel himself had died only two years earlier, his estate would not have qualified for a refund! It is even possible that some estates are still open to which the draconic Spiegel case will be applicable in thefuture because the decedents died on or before the critical date.
THE CHURCH CASE
The congressional action precipitated by the Church case, unlike the legislation evoked by the Spiegel case, is aimed only at trusts which are already in existence. Indeed, the legislation embraces primarily trusts created on or before March 3, 1931. (Though a limited class of trusts created after that date but before June 7, 1932 is also affected, the discussion which follows is initially directed to the pre-March 3, 1931 trusts.)
The background of the legislation is easily stated, though the issues of policy are formidable. From its enactment in 1916 the estate tax statute embraced any transfer "intended.to take effect in possession or enjoyment at or after" the settlor's death. 78 This language was almost universally thought, both under the federal law and under the state laws from which it was borrowed, to embrace a trust where the settlor reserved the income for his life, granting the beneficiaries the right to receive the corpus only upon his death. 7 Yet on April 14, 1930, in May v. Heiner,"° the Supreme Court held that the statute did not reach a trust where the income was given to the settlor's husband for his life and then to the settlor, if living, for her life, with remainders to others. Any hope that this holding might be restricted to trusts where the settlor had only a "contingent" life estate was blasted on March 2, 1931, when the Court decided in three per curiam opinions that there was no tax even if the life estate was directly reserved by the settlor.1 1 As is well known, this judicial "bombshell" 82 was dramatically answered the very next day. Both Houses of Congress, though on the verge of adjournment, adopted, and the President approved, a Joint Resolution, expressly taxing trusts of the kind held exempt by the Court. 3 Heiner as a correct construction of the "possession or enjoyment" clause, the dissenters in the Church case urged instead that it should be left untouched (a) because taxpayers had relied upon it and (b) because subsequent action by Congress had made it "as much a part of the wording of the statute as if it had been written in express terms." 15 After the Church case, the American Bar Association urged that the rule of May v. Heiner should be restored, though it too made no effort to defend the case as properly decided on the merits." The Treasury regulations, promulgated September 8, 1949, announced that the Commissioner would apply the Church victory only to the estates of decedents dying after the date of the decision, presumably on the theory that these settlors would be in a position to avoid the effect of the decision by relinquishing their life estates." 7 The legislation adopted by Congress deals less drastically with the Church case than the American Bar Association recommended but it relinquishes more of the fruits of victory than did the Treasury's amended regulations: by Section 7(b) of the Technical Changes Act, the decision is rejected (and May v. Heiner reinstated) as to decedents dying before January 1, 1950, while by Section 8 thereof settlors still alive are permitted to avoid the tax by a tax-free release or assignment of their income interests before 1951.
The policy of "relief." The action of Congress rests upon its view that settlors relied on May v. Heiner and that, therefore, its overruling by the Church case disappointed their reasonable expectations. I have set out in detail elsewhere my reasons for believing that "reliance" has not been established and that it probably has been widely exaggerated. To summarize: Until May v. Heiner, and the three companion cases of March 2, 1931, the settlor of a trust with income reserved would have expected to pay-not to escape-an estate tax on the corpus. 8 " The only conceivable reliance, therefore, must have occurred after those cases were decided 11 and must have taken the form of refraining from relinquishing the life estate now that immunity from tax had been assured by the Supreme Court. The Senate Finance Committee put it this way: "Some persons might have surrendered their life estates after 1931 had they not relied on the interpretation of the estate tax law which has now been overruled and in some cases considerable hardship may result from application of the new interpretation presented in the Church case." 91 But if the settlor was willing to accept the burden of an estate tax when he created the trust, why assume that after 1931-but for the Supreme Court's decisions-he would have relinquished his interest? Possibly because increases in estate tax rates after that date might have impelled a reconsideration of his tax position which might have led to a relinquishment of his income interest in order to immunize the corpus from tax. But a settlor who was dependent upon the income for his support could not have afforded to forego it, even to spare his heirs a future estate tax. So far, not a shred of evidence has been publicly adduced to prove that a substantial number of the settlors affected by the Church case would have been financially able to relinquish their income interests. It is as reasonable to assume that the income was indispensable to them as to assume, as do the advocates of legislative "relief," that relinquishment of life estates would have been a common practice.
Indeed, there is important evidence to the contrary. The period since 1931 has seen ever-mounting income tax rates. Ordinarily a relinquishment by the settlor of his right to the income of a trust would have effected a savings in income tax. Although during this period taxpayers as a group were indulging in a great variety of plain and fancy income splitting devices, the settlors here in question refused to give up their life estates. Is it not likely that a potential estate tax would have been equally unavailing to cause a relinquishment? Moreover, the relinquishment of a life estate would have been a taxable gift of its actuarial value and, the donee's purpose being to avoid an estate tax, it would have been a transfer in contemplation of death as well, engendering a "Relief" has a seductive aura, however, and Congress, like the Treasury Department, succumbed to its allure, though surrender was not as complete as the American Bar Association urged. When Congress came to act, the Treasury Department, as stated above, had already amended its announced regulations to exempt from the Church case the estates of persons who died on or before January 17, 1949, the date of that decision. The Congress endorsed the principle of exemption but extended the date of grace so that the estates of decedents dying before January 1, 1950, are immune. The extension presumably stemmed from the simultaneous grant in Section 8 of the Technical Changes Act of the privilege of a tax-free relinquishment or assignment of the life interest; anticipating no doubt that a few months would elapse before settlors could avail themselves of that privilege, Congress stayed application of the Church case for those who might die in the interim.
"Relief" from tax on assignment or release of'life estate. Settlors who die on or after January 1, 1950, then, are subject to the Church decision. But its effect can be avoided, since Congress provided that, for a limited time 0 3 the relinquishment or assignment of the life estate will not be either a transfer subject to gift tax or a tran.* L,, .n contemplation of death. "Relief" in the form of a privilege of ,,; .isfer free of gift tax has become a familiar congressional device f, . adjusting to judicial or statutory innovations. Thus, in 1943, conceiving that Estate qf Sanford v. Commissioner 94 disappointed the just expectations of taxpayers, Congress bestowed upon settlors the right to relinquish control over a trust so as to avoid estate tax under that decision without paying a gift tax on the transfer.1 5 And the 1942 amendments to Section 811(f), taxing powers of appointment more heavily than before, were accompanied by a privilege of releasing non-conforming pre-1942 powers without payment of gift tax s 92. Note 77 supra. It is not clear whether the amount to be included in respect of the transfer in contemplation of death would be the actuarial value of the surrendered life estate or the value of the entire trust. See Bittker, .rtpra note 3, at note 165.
93. True, the estate tax rates, which allegedly would have prompted a release, were increased by the Revenue Act of 1932, but that very act brought the gift tax into being. Though the gift tax rates have been increased since 1932, settlors as a group probably have not been prejudiced by postponing a relinquishment; the rate increase would be offset by the decreaseJ-' --actuarial value of the life estate. The privilege of assigning or rein,_-hing the life estate free of gift tax liability, then, is not "relief." L~s a charitable contribution to the wealthy.1 7 The new statute also provides that a release of the life estate "prior to 1951" shall not "be deemed to have been made in contemplation of death." 9s The motivation behind this provision is clear, though its policy is even more deplorable than the grant of freedom from the gift tax. By hypothesis, any assignment or relinquishment of a life estate in response to the Church case is effected to avoid an estate tax. It is, therefore, a transfer in contemplation of death of at least the actuarial value of the life estate." The amended statute convenientlythough improperly--saves the transfer from this fate. Yet the premise upon which "relief" is based is that had May v. Heiner gone the other way, settlors would have released their life estates to avoid an estate tax which came to have greater horrors than when the trust was created. But such a release would have been a transfer in contemplation of death, and as such taxable.' 0 1 The amended statute now 97. Trusts created between April 14, 1930, and March 3, 1931, may be able to claim a special equity: if they were thought to be immune from tax when created, see Bittlzer, supra note 3, at note 163, it may seem harsh to exact a gift tax for a release motivated by a later change in the rules.
98. The Church case did not detract from this immunity.es A trust created during the iritical period which did not fall afoul of the Joint Resolution would be equally safe though M£ay v. Heier was overruled. The reason is that the purpose and effect of the Joint Resolution was to overrule-for the future-the doctrine of May v. Heiner. If a trust created thereafter was not embraced by the Joint Resolution, ipso facto its tax freedom did not depend upon the rule of May v. Heiner, and therefore it was not adversely affected by the overruling of that decision by the Church case.
The 1949 legislation impairs that immunity, however, though so little attention is given to the change in the Conference Report that it seems to have crept in almost by accident. The language of the 1932 amendment now appears as Section 811(c)(1)(B) of the Code and is made applicable "except as otherwise specifically provided" to all transfers regardless of date. Its effectiveness as a general rule is confirmed by the existence of one exception. Section 7(b)(2) of the Technical Changes Act provides that if the decedent dies before January 1, 1950, his transfers between March 3, 1931, and June 6, 1932, shall be included only if they were embraced by the language of the Joint Resolution. If the decedent dies on or after January 1, 1950, however, there is no such grant of grace. Thus the trust supposed above -formerly safe from estate tax-is now taxable, unless the settlor died before January 1, 1950. In thus subjecting transfers between March 3, 1931, and June 6, 1932, to the broad test of the 1932 language, the new law in effect is a partial legislative overruling of Hasselt v. Welch. Although virtually unheralded, the change is the unmistakable result of the language employed. 109. It is a curious fact that the 1932 amendment, when originally adopted, seemed on Parallel with the loss of tax immunity, however, is a privilege of limited duration to release or assign the now tainted interest tax-free.
Just as a life estate reserved before March 3, 1931, can now be jettisoned without tax cost, so can the settlor's right under the hypothetical trust be released or assigned without danger. Under Section 8 the release or assignment will escape gift tax if it occurs in 1949 or 1950; moreover, it will "not be deemed" a transfer in contemplation of death if it occurs before 1951.
After December 31, 1950, then, the date June 6, 1932, will accompany the date March 3, 1931, into oblivion. For thereafter transfers before June 6, 1932, will be subject to estate tax as completely as though they had occurred after June 6, 1932, and the release of rights reserved under pre-1932 transfers will be subject to gift tax as completely as the release of rights reserved under post-1932 transfers. 110 its face to be applicable both retroactively and prospectively. In order to confine its force to subsequent transfers, the Supreme Court in Hassett v. Welch, 303 U.S. 303 (1938), retraced its legislative background and employed several canons of statutory construction. A similar fate can hardly be in store for the new statute, for Section 7(b) (2) and the Conference Report, .rupra note 108, disclose an intent to give the now reenacted 1932 language a retroactive effect.
This will bring to the fore the constitutional issues dodged by the Court in 110. This is on the assumption that the tax-free release privilege created by Section 8 is not extended from year to year. Perhaps the assumption is unwarranted: Section 452(c) of the Revenue Act of 1942 was once only a "relief" worker but bids fair, through annual amendment, to become a permanent employee.
